FALL 2013 COURSE OFFERINGS

Long Courses
Medieval Art and Archaeology 4
Shattering the Beethoven Myth 4
Sunni-Shia Relations and Sectarianism in Contemporary Islam 4
Film Odyssey: Nothing but Noir 4
Imperial Russia & the Russian Revolution 4
Wines of the World: Old World Wines 5
Devil in the White City: America’s Urban Aspirations and Nightmares 5
Religion and Politics, The Rise of Fundamentalism 5
Dazzling Dames of Broadway 6
The Physics of Star Trek 6

Short Courses
Allocating a Scarc Resource: Do California Water Markets Work? 7
Armchair Traveler: Hamburger- The Journey from Chopped Beef to National Icon 7
Culture and Politics of Afghanistan 10
James Joyce and the Art of Fiction 10
Theatre Behind the Scenes: Pride and Prejudice 11
Mekong First Light: The Experience of a Young Platoon Leader in the Vietnam War 11
Behind the Scenes: Santa Clara Chorale’s “Comfort and Joy” Holiday Concert 11

Distinguished Speaker Series 12

Villages Courses 7